
Inspiring students to 
pursue higher education

What’s SAIL all about?
SAIL is an innovative pipeline program that helps local eighth 
through twelfth graders prepare for college. 

SAIL offers free one-week summer camps, where students 
learn about various subjects from distinguished University  
of Oregon faculty members through fun social and interactive 
activities. Each summer, returning students choose a new 
academic subject. SAIL camps include sessions on the  
college admissions process, scholarship availability, and  
the financial aid process. 

During the school year, SAIL offers mentoring—administered 
by UO college students—to eligible students in local high 
schools who are navigating the college admissions process.
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Subjects at SAIL
 1.  Biology  

Live and learn about the  
science of life with zebrafish 
and electron microscopy 

 2. Business/Computer 
Science

  Understand business models 
and engage with people 
behind business operations

 3.  Chemistry 
Explore the building blocks of 
life and their everyday uses

 4.  Economics 
Learn economic and social 
policy through strategy 
games that include cash 
prizes

 5. Education 
Learn about community, 
classrooms, and alter-

  native forms of education
 6.  English/Journalism 

Understand literature, 
complete college entrance 
essays, and work with 
video equipment to create a 
multimedia project

 7.  German/Scandinavian
  Understand the importance 

of European languages in 
today’s global economy, taste 
German and Scandinavian 
foods and sample the 
German Fairy Tales course

 8.  International Studies 
Broaden your knowledge 
about the world’s cultures 
and customs

 9.  Performing Arts  
Explore music, dance,  
and theatre as a platform  
for self-expression 

 10.  Physics/Human 
Physiology 
Experience the physics of 
rock climbing, laser energy, 
and cadavers

 11.  Psychology 
Explore cognition in the 
human brain while you’re 
touching one

SAIL Benefits 
 • Free lunches at UO dining halls 

 • Develop connections with faculty members and  
college students

 • Great experience for your college résumé

 • College prep materials and activities

 • SAIL scholarship opportunities  

SAIL Goals  

 • Find inspiration among a variety of fields  

 • Become familiar with the UO campus  

 • Learn from distinguished UO faculty members 

 • Understand the college application process and  
how to pay for it 
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Life can take you anywhere . . . . . . you choose where to SAIL.


